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Vatican Calls For World
Government
The current global economic
crisis has pushed world leaders to
begin recommending a world government. The Vatican is now calling for a “global public authority,”
including a world central bank
controlling global financial affairs.
An 18-page document released by
the Vatican’s Justice and Peace
department was entitled, “Towards
Reforming the International Financial and Monetary Systems in the
Context of a Global Public Authority.” It condemned the “idolatry
of the market” and called for an
in-depth examination of “the principles and the cultural and moral
values at the basis of social coexSee World Government... page 2

At his 2008 visit to the UN, Pope
Benedict called for a “greater degree of
international ordering... through binding
international rules.”

Local ‘Can Man’ —Giant in the Lord
Everybody in his neighborhood in
Tucson, Arizona, knew him as “The Can
Man, Charley.” Every day he had a route
of about 6 miles where he walked to collect
recyclables. But you didn’t meet Charley
for very long without realizing that money
from the cans didn’t just go into his pocket,
supplementing his retirement income.
He was really about something else. And
everyone that he met on his route was
offered one of those other somethings: a
no-nonsense gospel tract. You soon would
learn that the sale of the cans kept the tract
supply going.
And if you followed him a little while, you
found a complex system of ministry in this
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“Am I therefore become your enemy, because I tell you the truth?” Galatians 4:16
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Mormonism Starts PR Campaign
to Dress Up It’s Image
Because Mormon candidates are show- and Martha, that He begat children and
ing up more frequently in elections, con- was crucified for being a polygamist. The
troversy is arising whether their beliefs will Mormon Jesus was one of many gods and
influence their governing. To counter the earned his way into godhood like any good
negative questions, LDS Mormon leaders Mormon can do. Also, Jesus and Lucifer
have hired two nationally-known advertis- were originally brothers.
ing agencies to prepare a multimillionThis book includes over 150 “secrets”
dollar television, billboard, and Internet that thoroughly prove Mormonism to be
advertising campaign to dress up
non-Christian.
Subjects include
n
Joseph Smith’s false prophecies,
their image.
unbiblical
salvation, baptism for
Mormons claim that they
u
the dead, temple garments, polygbelieve in Jesus Christ, read the
amy, marriage for eternity, the
Bible and consider themselves
masonry
connection, and sins that
Christians. Yet many in this counm
deserve instant death.
try are unaware that they have
A section of the book includes
other books than the Bible, such
Cindy Benson’s story of growas the Book of Mormon, that
ing up in a polygamist Mormon
teach doctrines contrary to Scripfamily. She describes her early
ture.
#1274 - $11.95
For soul winners, the political
Mormon
training, Mormon mar208 pages
issue is not nearly as important as
riage, and her desperate attempt
paperback
the fact that Mormons are victims
to prove to her husband, who
of a false religion. This is most evident in had become a Christian, how Mormontheir teachings about Jesus Christ. Rich- ism was superior to what he had come
ard and Cindy Benson point out in their to believe. Benson’s book even describes
book, Secrets Mormons Don’t Want You how a Mormon will attempt to cover-up
to Know, that the Mormon Jesus was born the truth about Mormonism’s beliefs when
of Mary, God’s wife, through physical con- confronted by some of their bizarre teachtact. Jesus had to be baptized to gain admis- ings. Chick publications recently published
sion into the celestial kingdom, that He was
married to multiple wives including Mary
See Mormon PR Campaign... page 7

World Government...
From page 1
istence.” “Selfishness, collective greed
and hoarding of goods,” is blamed for the
economic crisis which, it predicted, would
lead to “a climate of growing hostility and
even violence, and ultimately undermine
the very foundations of democratic institutions, even the ones considered most
solid.”
France’s top financial regulator, JeanPierre Jouyet, was quick to agree that, “the
Pontifical Council for Justice and Peace is
right to emphasize in its latest report the
need to strengthen global governance.”
He pointed out that the “states have

increasingly fallen
under the control of
markets….States,
politics, must regain
control of things.”
As a first step, Jouyet
emphasized the need
#180 - $14.95
to “strengthen” the
368 pages
powers of the new
paperback
European banking
and insurance regulators. Of course, this
also fits neatly with the U.S. President’s
See World Government... page 12
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“I can’t believe they
teach that!”
208 pages . . . $11.95 . . . #1274

Most Christians only see the
“public” face of Mormonism,
due to their persuasive PR
campaigns: clean-faced young
people, parents committed to
family values, and spectacular
temples.
But what do Mormons really believe?
In this revealing book you'll learn of their shocking doctrines,
like:
• It's good to lie... to protect the church.
• There are millions of gods.
• God was once a man, and became a god.
• We can become gods, too.
• Jesus and Lucifer were spirit brothers.
• God is a polygamist.
• The Jesus of the Bible was a polygamist.
• Sins are forgiven through good works.
• Salvation by faith in Jesus is 'utter nonsense.'
• Black people were cursed by God.
Cindy Benson was only eleven years old when her 53-yearold father announced that a 15-year-old girl must become his
second wife. Once you know what Mormons really believe, you
will be better equipped to witness to them.
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Internet Ministries Pressured by
Homosexuals
Ministries that speak against sexual sin
are under increasing attack in cyberspace.
A report by the National Religious
Broadcasters (NRB) faults Google,
Apple, Facebook, Comcast, and AT&T for
policies censoring lawful viewpoints on
“hot button issues.” Unfortunately, those
viewpoints include biblical teachings such
as God’s opinion on marriage and caring
for innocent life, inside the womb as well
as outside.
Homosexual activists look for every
way to promote their sin and silence any
objections. For example, Apple removed
an app for Exodus International from their
iTunes store after receiving 107,000 signed
petitions from homosexuals. Exodus
provides a biblical way for homosexuals to
escape their sin and be restored to normal
sexual life. Apple’s excuse for removing
the app was that it was “offensive to large
groups of people.”
Under pressure last year, Apple also
removed an app promoting The Manhattan
Declaration signed by nearly half a million
people that “speaks in defense of the
sanctity of life, traditional marriage, and
religious liberty.”
By contrast, Apple provides hundreds

of apps specific to the
GLBT
community
and has made the Gay
Christian Network’s
podcasts available on
its iTunes store.
Facebook was also
targeted by the NRB
for
“troublesome
#1270 - $6.95
written policies,” and
124 pages
paperback
removing “anti-gay”
content. Google was
mentioned in the report as prohibiting
advertising by Christians and blocking profamily web sites.
On another front in the “culture war,”
PayPal, the international online payment
system, is caving in to pressure to refuse to
handle transactions for several high-profile
Christian ministries who dare speak the
truth on this sin. Famed Brazilian profamily and pro-life Christian activist, Julio
Severo, has been notified by PayPal that
he will no longer be allowed to use PayPal
for donations or personal payments. He
and nine other organizations were targeted
by the Homosexual group All Out “as
See Homosexual Pressure... page 8

years, his consistent passion for God’s word
deepened his ability to follow up the tracts
with strong personal ministry.
From page 1
Retirement freed him to expand his vision.
tiny little man. And it started early. Charley To him the tracts were just an opening where
remembers the Holy Spirit
personal ministry began. His
prompting him to praise God
consistency in reaching out
while playing toy cars with his
to others built confidence in
friends. Later, in World War
his contact with the Lord and
II, the Lord erected a sudden
strangers began approaching
wall of protection against an
him with additional questions
enemy attack that should have
about their relationship
killed him.
with God and their concern
Back home, working in the
about eternity. With hours of
steel industry, Charley began
personal Bible study each day,
buying tracts and sharing
he seldom was at a loss for
the gospel. He organized
an appropriate biblical answer
outreaches for his church covering specific to their concerns. His can collecting not
neighborhoods with repeated visitations
leaving a different tract each time. Over the
See Can Man... page 11

Can Man...
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#1270 - $6.95
124 pages
paperback

Six stories by Jack Chick, with interviews revealing why he wrote
them, and the research behind them. You’ll be shocked to know
what the enemy did while Christians were silent.

Includes HOME ALONE? by Jack Chick,
a story not released in any other
format except this book.

HOME
ALONE?
J.T.C

Also includes stories that deal with these issues:
... The real purpose of “hate crime” laws.
... The hidden truth about Allah
... Pornography: a victimless crime?
... Is D&D a doorway to the occult?
... Israel: friend or liability?
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Disillusioned Muslim Youth
Turning to Christianity
The recent plight of Yousef Nadarkhani actively harass and threaten Christians in a
in Iran has been in the Christian news lately variety of ways.” In Mark 13:10, Jesus said
as the Iranian government maneuvered to that the “gospel must first be published
silence this bold Christian. He was first among all nations.” If it “must” be, then
arrested for preaching the gospel but when it will be, and no amount of government
western world public opinion began to boundaries will prevent it. The technology
make his persecution known, the charges available to this generation makes this
were switched to rape and prostitution. the first time in history that this prophesy
His fate still hangs in the balance as could be fulfilled.
of this writing.
And technology is not the only means
Iran is one of several Middle Eastern that God is using to reach the precious
countries under tight Islamic
Muslim people. The founder
government control. No church
of one Arabic-language TV
building is allowed in some
ministry stated that he believed
of these areas. Nevertheless,
that there may be one million
modern technology is providing
believers in the Arab world.
a way to penetrate their
He cited many reports of Jesus,
blockage of the gospel. Several
Himself, or an angel, personally
satellite channels currently
visiting someone who was
beam Bible programming by
searching for the truth.
TV and the internet.
Counting these believers is
Results are difficult to get,
especially difficult, since, in
#1259 - $12.95
256 pages
many cases, revealing their
because converts are often
paperback
ostracized in the culture and
conversion would bring severe
sometimes killed by their own relatives for persecution or even death.
disgracing their family.
Even in the U.S., we have recently read
A recent article in Religion Today made of young people fearing for their lives or
the point that the younger generation in actually killed by a parent for converting
Iran is becoming disillusioned with Islam. or even adopting western ways.
As they obtain access to the Internet and
Yet, as soul winners, we cannot just look
TV sources of the gospel, they rightly the other way when the mosque comes
recognize that the God of the Bible is to town. These are, first of all, precious
superior to Allah of the Qur’an.
souls that Jesus died for —and they need
The article indicates that there has been to know about it. If we don’t tell them,
a recent increase in “violent action against who will?
members of religious
However, effectively witnessing to a
groups that are deemed Muslim requires some carefulness. It is
to be a threat to the easy to offend them since their cultural
regime…As a result of rules of life are foreign to most of us. On
the growing number the other hand, they are generally a warm
of people coming to and friendly people on the surface and
Christ, the Iranian usually respond well to a genuine interest
authorities have already in them as persons.
initiated a battle against
Once rapport is established, discussions
widespread conversion of Jesus as one of their prophets, can be
#1262 - $9.95
to Christianity. The fruitful, if done with respect. This will
160 pages
security authorities of
paperback
See Disillusioned Youth... page 11
the Islamic Republic
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Mormon PR Campaign...
From page 2
another in their series of Crusader’s Comics
on the subject of Mormonism. Called The
Enchanter, it focuses on the life of Joseph
Smith. It describes how he was born into a
family deeply involved in witchcraft and
magic. He carried on the family tradition by
becoming known for hunting buried treasure by looking through a peep stone. At
one point he was arrested for being a fraud.
It shows that his claim of discovering
golden plates buried near his home was
only a massive bait-and-switch maneuver.
He managed to fool enough people to
develop a following of several thousand.
Primarily because of their practice of
polygamy, they were forced to move, first
to Missouri and then to Utah. Joseph Smith
was finally killed in a gun battle in his
attempt to escape from jail. But his transcription of the writings on the fictitious
golden plates became the book of Mormon.
42c

IL
CHICK MAAG
B
We just had three more get
saved Sunday at Trucking For
Christ. This is the third time
in three months that three
have gotten saved in one
service!!! It was two truck
drivers and a stranded
motorist. We gave them
free King James Bibles,
study materials, and Chick
Gospel tracts to take with
them. Please pray for their
growth. Thanks! God Bless! H.L., VA.
About 40 years ago I had the extreme
privilege of finding your This Was Your
Life tract when I was about 7 years old.
I am so fortunate I found that since it
helped me to believe in Jesus and accept
Him as my Savior.
R. F., OH

Over the years additional books have been
written by Mormon
leaders and became
part of their doctrine.
Benson’s book gives a
#118 - $2.25
good overview of these
32 pages
doctrines. The modern
comic book
PR campaign by Mormonism to claim that they are truly Christian and worship the Jesus of the Bible
is a sad distraction from the truth of this
false religion.
Their bondage is so great that it is very
difficult to witness to a Mormon. Chick
Publications also has a tract, The Visitors,
that briefly describes some of their stranger
teachings. It can be very effective in inoculating a neighborhood against the efforts of
Mormon “missionaries.” And sometimes it
even opens the eyes of one of them.
On a lark, I recently went to a very
popular tract company’s site to look at
possible Christmas tracts. Of all of the
ones I looked at, I did not find ONE
with a complete gospel presentation! As
a pastor, I was stunned. Oh sure, the
tracts had pretty pictures on the front
and some nice sentiments inside and
some scripture as well. But not
one, not a single one had
a clear, complete gospel
presentation! How very
sad, but it confirmed what
I had been thinking all
along, stick with Chick’s
The Greatest Story Ever
Told; it not only has the
Christmas story, but a
complete presentation of the
gospel. So that’s what our church
will be handing out this Christmas season.
F.Q. Facebook
Join the conversation...
find “Chick Publications”
on Facebook
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Homosexual Pressure...
From page 4

UNINVITED

purveyors of hate and extremism.” Several
have been contacted by PayPal for an
investigation.
Another big development in this same
“cultural clash” is the White House’s
instruction to the Pentagon to cancel
its policy of “don’t ask, don’t tell” in
military recruitment. Not only can open
homosexuals now serve in the military,
the Pentagon ruled that military chaplains
were permitted to perform same-sex
marriages in military chapels. In response,
some 2000 chaplains have notified the
officials that they would not be performing
such “weddings.”
On a lighter note, the New York Times
ran an article about a search in the animal
world for evidence of same-sex behavior.
Deep in the Pacific Ocean, they located a
squid that appears to not really care what
sex he interacts with. He seems just as
happy to supply sperm to any other member
of his species regardless of sex. Of course
if he picks the wrong one, no procreation

happens. The
article cited
another publication that describes similar
non-discriminatory behavior —among
insects. I suppose the implication is that,
if Mother Nature doesn’t have a problem
with it, why should we?
Well, we should, because God does.
And we need to do our part in this war
by pointing that out to as many people as
possible. One good way is to saturate our
neighborhoods with no-nonsense tracts
stating God’s view. Many people have
a vague feeling that something is not
right with same-sex behavior. Chick tracts
Sin City and Uninvited will help them see
what it is.
With less than 5% of the population,
homosexuals have managed to get laws
and the media on their side. Our freedom
to speak the truth is in jeopardy if we don’t
stand against them. Additional information
can be found in the paperback book,
Hot Topics.
J.T.C.

Many Christians want to provide
Chick tracts to missionaries.

We can help!
We maintain an account called the Chick Mission Fund.
Although we are not legally structured as a non-profit,
and therefore cannot give tax-deductible receipts,
we definitely know how to get literature into missionaries’ hands. They often write to
us asking if anyone can help them get Chick tracts.
100% of the funds you send to this account are used
to ship literature to missionaries.
Just during recent months, shipments have been
provided for:

Ukraine

Mexico
China

India

Zambia
Spain

Germany

Will you help?
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Full Color
Comic Book
#120 - 32 pages
$2.25

Also available in
Spanish - #320

Who are the Jesuits? They are all around us, yet invisible. This
full-color comic book is not part of the personal testimony of former
Jesuit Alberto Rivera, but rather a carefully-researched history of the
infamous Jesuit order.

Learn the answers to these questions:
• If only 2% of Jesuits become
actual priests, where are the
“invisible” 98%?

• How do the Jesuits get
control of the rich and
powerful?

• Why have the Jesuits been
(temporarily) thrown out of
over 50 countries?

• Why is the Jesuit general
called the “Black Pope?”
• What is their single
purpose?

This book goes beyond exposing this secret society.
It ends with a no-compromise Gospel message.
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More Proof that Allah and
Jehovah Are Not the Same
Confusion continues to reign in the “war Christians and Jews
on terror.” Some are trying to sort Muslims are an especially
into categories: radicals, moderates, abhorrent type of
Islamists, islamofacists, Shia, Sunna, non-believer to be
Taliban, Muslim Brotherhood, Hamas; all the ones designated
trying to find out where the bad guys are to go to hell in place
and deal with them.
of Muslims with a
Sure, some Muslims are more moderate “mountain” of sin.
#171 - $12.95
or more radical than others. Yet, few Those today who
256 pages
westerners are willing to admit that this are campaigning for
paperback
is really a “holy war.” But, that’s how the “tolerant” churches to
“bad guys” see it.
hold joint services with Muslim leaders,
Those who carry out terrorist acts have should consider well these verses. Those
ample proof from the Qur’an
who claim that Allah of the
and Hadiths that this is exactly
Qur’an and Jehovah of the Bible
what Allah wants. Following
are the same monotheistic God,
Muhammad’s style of tribal
would also do well to note them.
warfare is the best way to
Nowhere in the Bible do we
guarantee entrance to paradise.
find Jehovah expressing such
For the Muslim, it’s simple: it’s
capricious behavior.
Islam against everyone else.
Some today are even
Although parts of the Islamic
recommending that Christian
literature suggest that Muhammad
pastors make copies of the Qur’an
had some respect for Christians
available in their churches and
#1259 - $12.95
and Jews, others target them
even include passages from the
256 pages
specifically. In the authoritative
Qur’an in their teachings.
paperback
Hadith, Sahih Muslim, Chapter
The Apostle Paul, in his letter
8, Book 037, Number 6668: “There would to the Ephesians, 5:11, commands that
come people amongst the Muslims on the we are to “have no fellowship with the
Day of Resurrection with as heavy sins as unfruitful works of darkness, but rather
a mountain, and Allah would forgive them reprove them.” Even a brief review of
and He would place in their stead the Jews the “works” of Islam can draw only one
and the Christians.” This is reinforced in conclusion: they are definitely “unfruitful”
Number 6665 of the same Hadith: “When because of their “darkness.”
it will be the Day of Resurrection, Allah
Their denial that Jesus was God and that
would deliver to every He died for our sins, leaves all Muslims
Muslim a Jew or a without a sure hope of salvation. This “antiChristian and say: ‘That Christ” spirit, alone, produces spiritual
is your rescue from darkness and bondage.
Hell-Fire.’” Number
Mohammad Ghazoli suffered nearly his
6666 also states: “No whole life in this darkness. He writes
Muslim would die but in his book, Christ, Muhammad, and I,
Allah would admit how his innocent questions in childhood
in his stead a Jew or were squelched and not until late in life
a Christian in Hell- was he presented a Bible that dispelled
#1262 - $9.95
Fire.”
Apparently,
160 pages
from these passages,
See More Proof... page 11
paperback
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Can Man...
From page 4
only provided funds for more tracts, he
became well known to the businesses on
his route. They began saving cans for him
and he would leave stacks of tracts on
their counters, replenishing them on the
next visit.
His wife, Dot, says he would frequently
come in from his route with a little bigger
smile and more spring in his step, to
announce: “One more led to the Lord,
today.” Maybe it would be the homeless
man who was begging by the supermarket
or someone he had met on the street.
Occasionally, someone driving by would
recognize him and pull over for a chat.
His obituary reports that, after he was
saved in 1961, he logged over 285 coverto-cover trips through his Bible. “Seldom
was he at a loss for a scripture to share
with anyone who might have a question,”
says Dot. Only the Lord knows how many
tracts he actually handed out in his lifetime,
but in the last 10 years of his retirement,

11
Chick Publications records show well over
125,000 tracts bought, mostly with money
from sale of his cans. As friends on his
route learned how he financed his ministry,
they offered money to help. At first he
refused until Dot convinced him that it was
not for him, but so that more tracts would
reach more people for Christ.
At 87, his eyesight and hearing were
fading and his gait slowing. One morning
in October the Lord welcomed him home
from doing what he loved, crossing the
street while walking his route. The driver
of the SUV saw him too late, but some of
his tracts will still be pointing people to the
Lord for years, perhaps until Christ returns
for us all.
Note: At his death, Charley’s ministry
caught the attention of the local news
outlet. The article can be accessed at http://
www.kgun9.com/news/local/132365483.
html

Be the first to see new Chick tracts!

Join our email list to read new
tracts online at least a full week before
samples begin arriving in the mail. Go to
http://www.chick.com/email

Disillusioned Youth...
From page 6
naturally lead to a discussion of the Bible
so you need to be prepared to prove that
it is trustworthy. They have been taught
that it has been corrupted. This may be
particularly difficult with all the corrupted
modern bibles floating around.
Chick Publications has help for soul
winners with both background material
and tracts. The most recent tract is called

More Proof...
From page 10
that darkness. Any soul winner witnessing to
Muslims needs the background information
contained in Ghazoli’s book to help him
understand the mindset of the Muslim and
how the Bible will open his eyes to the truth.
Sure, we need to love the Muslims. But we
cannot approve their spiritual bondage.

Is Allah Like You? A helpful paperback
is called Christ, Muhammad and I, by
Mohammad Al Ghazoli. These and others
are available at www.chick.com/catalog/
islam.asp and by calling 909-987-0771.
Materials on this web site can also help in
identifying a reliable Bible version.

ALLAH HAD
NO SON

We must find
ways to prove
that the God of the Bible is the true and
living God, not their fickle Allah, who
might get them excused from hell if he
can find enough Christians and Jews to
take their place.
J.T.C.
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World Government...
From page 2
stated goal to “share the wealth around.”
The world is succumbing to the false idea
that more laws and regulations by the government is the solution to the “selfishness,
collective greed and hoarding of goods.”
Lost in all this is the biblical concept
that the basic problem is the human heart
and only when it is changed by the Holy
Spirit will social, economic, cultural and
political problems be solved.
Part of the government’s job is to suppress evil, but it cannot do it alone. That
is why America’s founding fathers made
sure that we were free to promote biblical truth. Churches,
Bible schools, and
charities were given
tax favor so the government would not
hamper the dissemination of the gospel.
In this level playing
field the church’s
job was to counter
#185 - $13.95
Satan’s strategies at
330 pages
the most basic level,
paperback
the condition of the
human heart. None of the devil’s lies of
evolution, humanism, Islam, Catholicism,
atheism, socialism, etc., can stand against
a robust and dynamic soul winning and
discipleship effort.
Unfortunately today, the church finds
itself playing catch-up. And Satan has
hobbled the churches with defective bibles
leaving pastors doubting the word of God
and the people in confusion.
Using that doubt, the Devil has convinced us that hell may not be so bad,
homosexuality is not really a sin, evolution may be part of God’s creation process,
worldly music and entertainment is okay,

#191 - $10.95
5
208 pages
paperback

marriage vows don’t
really mean what they
say, and whoever
dies with the most
toys wins.
Institutions such
as Harvard and Yale
that were established
#160 - $11.95
to train pastors have
222 pages
become hotbeds of
paperback
anti-Christ philosophies: humanism, naturalism, atheism,
Marxism and evolution. Their graduates
have firmly planted these godless viewpoints in our public schools and government institutions, driving out the Ten
Commandments and forbidding any reference to our Creator.
The crises we are facing are designed by
God to shock us awake. But once awake,
people need to know the truth, and truth is
not always where they are likely to find it.
But, over the years,
thousands of people
have told us that a nononsense gospel tract
is where they first
discovered the Truth.
From it, they eventually found their
way to their Creator,
committed their lives
to Him, and began to
#1251 - $12.99
stand in righteous223 pages
ness against Satan’s
paperback
whispers of doubt.
Only the gospel can forestall the chaos
prophesied for the end times and allow
a few more into the Kingdom. We need
to saturate our communities with biblical
truth. The easiest way that anyone can do
that is with gospel tracts.

#218 - $5.50
64 pages
paperback

#187 - $11.95
224 pages
paperback
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We must all be united!
(Under me, of course.)

To be in unity with Rome,
you must be willing to compromise
your beliefs . . . and accept hers.

Before you agree to this “unity,” you
need to know who you are uniting
with . . . and what they believe.
Here, you will learn that today’s
“unity” is a clever smokescreen,
devised by the Vatican to bring all
Christians under Rome’s control.
And to be in unity with Rome, you
must be willing to compromise your
beliefs . . . and accept hers.
Item #153 . . . 96 pages . . . $6.50
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A M ESSAGE

FROM

J ACK C HICK ...

Dear Ones in Christ:
Why are the enemies of Christ winning in the U.S.? Because Bible
believers have lost their fear of God. They’re not reading the scriptures
and they’re not “putting on the full armour of God” in prayer. Why?
Because they’re living in la-la land.
The nation falls apart when pastors no longer preach against sin and
warn of judgment and the lake of fire.
Don’t think for a second that Satan doesn’t see this. Look at the teens
in churches, enjoying texting, laughing behind their parents’ back,
with no respect. You think I’m lying? I know of a pastor who took
over a church after the previous pastor committed adultery. The new
pastor came into my office, telling me how
he got a witch saved in his church. I asked,
“There’s another little
“Why in the world would a witch come to
Vatican-created group,
your church?” He replied, “She came to buy
the fastest-growing
drugs from the youth pastor!”
religion in the United
Family altars are gone. Instead, they’re
States—Islam. Do they
watching “Dancing with the Stars” or
love us? No! They hate
political debates, as dark clouds form
our guts.” (See The
overhead.
Prophet by Jack Chick.)
Former Jesuit priest Alberto Rivera
warned me of a Roman Catholic takeover.
And it finally came—while Protestant churches were sleeping, never
even dreaming it would happen. Have you looked at our Supreme
Court? Two-thirds of the justices are Roman Catholic, along with a
quarter of the House and Senate. They’re the largest single religious
group in politics today.
Remember how Rome created communism? That’s our left wing
crowd, disguised by terms like “liberal” or “progressive.” Because of
our short attention spans, communism is getting stronger every day,
assisted by a subservient mainstream press.
There’s another little Vatican-created group, the fastest-growing
religion in the United States—Islam. Do they love us? No! They hate
our guts. And if they read their Qur’an, they’re sympathetic to the
terrorists. That’s why you’ll never see “moderate Muslims” speak up
against their terrorist “brothers and sisters.” A 2007 survey of young
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Muslims (16-24) in Britain revealed that 37% want Sharia Law in
Britain, and 36% think apostates (that’s non-Muslims) should be
killed! But most of this information is held back, under the guise of
political correctness and “tolerance.”
We are supposed to “earnestly contend for the faith which was once
delivered unto the saints” (Jude 1:3). But we don’t! Islam is on the
offensive. Do you know what they’re doing to win our kids to Allah?
A Muslim named Naif Al-Mutawa has created a comic book series
called “The 99,” inspired by the alleged “99 qualities of Allah” in the
Qur’an. They’re shooting for a global audience. And investors have
contributed millions for it—and the animated series—to continue to
grow and expand.
Will the Muslims win this PR war? You bet they will! Will they
convert our kids to Islam? Of course they will! Will they face any
opposition? No, because there is no vision in our churches! “Where
there is no vision, the people perish” (Prov. 29:18).
It’s a giant steamroller coming. Can we hinder it? Absolutely.
A few years ago a friend named Steve West and his wife took
The Sissy and Tiny Shoes and made videos of the stories. Truck
drivers and children have been saved through these videos. A group
in Texas called Biblical Video Productions, a non-profit, tax-exempt
organization, was created to produce Chick tracts in computer
animation for free distribution. This means that you can buy one copy
in English and make thousands of copies for everyone you want to
give them to. This is the only way we are going to counter the coming
onslaught. We also need ten new videos to counter Mr. Al-Mutawa’s
assault against our Lord Jesus Christ and His gospel. If you want to
protect your grandkids from becoming Muslims, please pray about
putting part of the Lord’s money into this company, to block this
Muslim takeover.
Your brother in Christ,
Here is their address to send donations:
Biblical Videos Productions
1701 Rand Morgan Road
Corpus Christi, Texas 78410
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